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1.

Heroin capsules, a unique feature of Durban’s
drug market, have emerged in a violent and
volatile landscape.
In Durban, a unique trend has emerged
for packaging heroin in pharmaceuticalstyle capsules, which may shed light on the
structure of the drug market and supply routes.
This trend has emerged as violence in Durban’s
heroin market has escalated. Police corruption
and community support of drug networks are
both major factors in the local drug economy,
as demonstrated by the recent assassination
of a notorious underworld figure, Yaganathan
Pillay, otherwise known as ‘Teddy Mafia’.

2.

Corruption and criminality at Nairobi’s main
dumpsite exact a heavy toll on the city’s
residents and county government.
Around the world, waste management has
proven to be a sector vulnerable to organized
crime and corruption. The Dandora dumpsite
– the only designated dump for the thousands
of tonnes of rubbish produced daily in Nairobi
– has become the hub for criminal groups
and corrupt figures who have infiltrated the
waste-disposal sector at a number of levels,
from household-rubbish collection to waste
transport. The dump itself has also become
an insecure and violent area. New research
by the GI-TOC shines a light on the symbiosis
between criminal and corrupt figures who
combine to leech illicit profits out of Dandora
and Nairobi’s waste sector at large.

3.

The life of a Kenyan charcoal transporter: a
crucial role in a vast, vital and criminalized
market.
Charcoal is an essential commodity in East
Africa. Cheap, efficient and easily transportable,
it is the main energy source in rapidly growing
urban areas. Yet regulations suppressing
charcoal trade – put in place to reduce
deforestation – have resulted in ‘grey markets’
whereby criminality and corruption allow
illegally produced charcoal to be sold. In Kenya,
a ban on domestic production has inadvertently
brought about just such a grey market. Drawing
on ongoing GI-TOC research, we follow the
path of one charcoal transporter to illustrate
how criminality percolates through the Kenyan
charcoal market.

4.

Poor implementation of firearms legislation
and corruption in South Africa’s firearms
registry has put guns in the hands of
gangsters.
When it was first introduced, South Africa’s
Firearms Control Act was intended to usher
in a new era of firearms control in the newly
democratized country. But 21 years after
the Act was passed in parliament, monitoring
systems have still not been fully implemented
and systemic corruption at the Central Firearms
Registry has allowed firearm licences to be
issued to suspected gangsters and other
underworld figures.
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In our lead story this month, we provide a deep dive

in Kenya, given that demand for charcoal, despite its

on Durban’s heroin market. South African headlines

problems as a polluting fuel, remains high, as well as

were filled in recent weeks with shocking images from

the fact that the market is a major source of income in

Durban, where alleged drug kingpin ‘Teddy Mafia’ was

rural areas.

assassinated and his killers themselves killed in a brutal
reprisal. Going beyond the headlines, we present our

Lastly, we report on ongoing corruption and mis-

analysis of the volatility and violence in Durban’s drug

management at South Africa’s Central Firearms

market, and what sets the city apart in the overall

Registry, where corrupt officers working in the firearms

landscape of heroin trafficking across South Africa and

registry have been able to facilitate firearms licenses

the wider region.

being issued to gangsters. This story illustrates how
poor implementation of legislation – in this case South

We then turn to illegal markets in Kenya that have a

Africa’s Firearms Control Act – can undermine the

direct impact on the environment. Waste disposal may

legislation’s original intentions.

not be something widely associated with organized

1. Heroin capsules, a unique feature of Durban’s drug market, have emerged
in a violent and volatile landscape.
Durban is home to one of the oldest, largest and most

This evolution has taken place in a volatile context. Drug

deeply entrenched heroin markets in South Africa.

dealers in key Durban suburbs are deeply entrenched

As the market has grown in sophistication, a unique

in their communities, employing a mix of charitable

method of processing and distributing heroin has come

giving (to secure community favour), violence and links

to be widely used in the Durban area: that of packaging

to corrupt police officers. In recent months, a turf war

the drug in pharmaceutical-style capsules. This unique

connected to the drug market has escalated, culminating

method sheds light on the structure of the heroin

in the assassination of Yaganathan Pillay, a notorious

market in and around Durban, yet also raises questions

underworld figure also known as ‘Teddy Mafia’, and a

as to why Durban-based drug networks are operating

gruesome reprisal.

differently to their counterparts elsewhere.
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HEROIN CAPSULES: A DURBAN-SPECIFIC
PHENOMENON?
In September 2020, members of the Hawks
(South Africa’s organized crime police unit) uncovered
over 170 000 heroin capsules at an upmarket
residential estate about 50 kilometres north of
Durban. The heroin capsules were part of a haul that
included thousands of tablets of methaqualone (more
commonly known as Mandrax), as well as other large
volumes of heroin.
This raid was one of the largest hauls of heroin
capsules in KwaZulu-Natal province.1 In recent years,
raids have also discovered laboratory equipment
designed to automate the high-speed manufacture
of thousands of heroin capsules. One such raid in
Springfield Park in Durban in March 2019 revealed
capsule-pressing machinery and thousands of empty
capsules, with police estimating that they believed
10 000 capsules containing heroin were being
manufactured per day. 2
Since January 2016, over 710 000 individual capsules
containing heroin have been seized in South Africa,
according to our analysis of drug seizures reported
by the South African Police Service. 3 That a single
laboratory could produce up to 10 000 capsules per
day goes some way to illustrate that the 710 000
reported seized by police are merely the tip of a much
larger iceberg.
However, the data is useful in illustrating the geographical concentration of these capsules. During this
analysis, no reports were noted of heroin capsules
being seized in South Africa outside of KwaZulu-Natal
province, and seizures have been overwhelmingly
concentrated in Durban. Other seizures were made
in surrounding towns near Durban (such as
Pietermaritzburg) – all along major roads leading out
of the city within a 200-kilometre radius.
Evidence gathered by police in Durban in a July 2019 raid
that demonstrates the assembly-line production approach and
sheer scale of producing heroin capsules. Photos: South African
Police Service
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FIGURE 1 The number of heroin capsule seizures in KwaZulu-Natal has risen sharply since 2018.
NOTE: Seizures

of these capsules are highly concentrated in and around Durban, and no seizures have been reported outside of

the province.
SOURCE: South

African Police Service

This corresponds to the findings of GI-TOC’s 2020

The capsules in Busia in particular raise questions

study that surveyed illicit drug prices and market

because of the seizure’s geographic isolation.

dynamics across eastern and southern Africa,

In interviews, sex workers and PWUD in Busia

4

including 15 drug market sites in South Africa.

reported that the capsules were mainly provided by

Metrics measured included a comparison of the retail

truck drivers. It is possible that the easily disguised

packaging of heroin samples, with capsulized heroin

pharmaceutical packaging may be an advantage for

reported only in Durban and Pietermaritzburg. In

these drivers when travelling across borders.8 There

other samples collected from Durban and around the

was no evidence to suggest that Busia was either the

country, heroin is more commonly plastic-wrapped

source or the ultimate destination market for these

and tied – a form of packaging known as a ‘twist’ or

capsules, which leaves questions open as to where

‘twister’, among other names.

these capsules originally have come from, where they

5

are ultimately sold, and why they are appearing on
Examples of heroin in capsule form are also rare

the Kenya–Uganda border, so far from the only other

outside of South Africa: our research team is aware

recorded location for capsules, in Durban.

of only two other examples. During our research in
2020, capsules were reported by people who use

In both cases, the capsules containing heroin do

drugs (PWUD) in Busia, a border town that straddles

not appear similar to those being produced in

the Uganda–Kenya boundary.6 In an earlier, seemingly

KwaZulu-Natal, with the drug being re-sealed into

isolated incident in January 2016, 4 200 capsules of

pharmaceutical-style blister packs in order to resemble

heroin were seized from a woman who was travelling

regular medical products. By contrast, the capsules

from the Democratic Republic of Congo and attempting

sold in Durban are stored as loose capsules.

to enter South Africa via Zimbabwe.7
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Capsules of heroin in Busia, on the Uganda–Kenya border. Unlike the capsules found in Durban, these are re-sealed into medicalstyle blister packs so as to look like regular pharmaceuticals. Photos: Supplied

The evidence suggests that capsules have come to be

to a local consumer population. Since South Africa’s

widely used only in recent years in Durban’s heroin

large and growing heroin market is nationwide, in

market. One Durban-based police officer speaking to

particular in Johannesburg and Cape Town, one might

GI-TOC in 2019 described how, in the early 2000s when

expect some examples from other areas if the capsules

the heroin market was in its infancy, heroin was largely

were being produced by a network that distributed its

sold in plastic-wrapped ‘chalk sticks’ known as dongas.

wares further afield. However, there is a possibility that

After this, heroin began to be packaged in straws,

examples of capsule heroin may be being overlooked.

9

which involved a lot of manual labour to prepare.

After all, in capsule form the drug can more easily be

Finally, capsules became more common. Seizure data

disguised as an innocuous medicine, passing under the

supports this narrative, as the number of capsules seized

radar of police and researchers alike.

10

has increased exponentially from fewer than 50 000
annually before 2018 to over 300 000 in 2019 and

In an interview, one Durban police officer argued that

2020.

dealers had shifted to capsules because consumption
in the area had increased: capsules allow dealers to

The shift towards capsules has brought about a revo-

produce a larger quantity more efficiently.12 While

lution in efficiency, creating an assembly-line style of

this is a logical argument – capsule production is

production that outstrips other methods. In addition,

undeniably more efficient – this in turn raises the

studying the retail packaging can provide interesting

question: why has a similar technological revolution

information about forms of drug consumption and

not been seen in other parts of South Africa, where

supply routes.

heroin consumption is rising as fast as in Durban? Why

11

has the technical expertise seemingly not been passed
For example, the fact that no samples have been

to networks in other cities, especially when links

reported in our South Africa pricing surveys outside of

between Durban drug gangs and those in Cape Town

KwaZulu-Natal – either by police or by PWUD – may

have been previously documented? The concentration

suggest that the distribution networks that actually

around Durban raises many questions for future

transfer the heroin from bulk into capsules cater only

analysis.
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Samples of heroin from different locations in South Africa. The central image shows a heroin capsule, pictured in Durban. The
left and right images, collected in Cape Town and Port Elizabeth, respectively, show plastic-wrapped heroin. This is how heroin is
generally packaged for consumption in South Africa: capsules are a phenomenon that is unique to Durban.
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A TURBULENT DRUG MARKET: THE EXAMPLE OF

derives from police corruption. Teddy Mafia was a case

‘TEDDY MAFIA’

in point, working as a well-known ‘notorious’ dealer in

The trend towards heroin capsules has emerged at the

Durban for many years14 who managed to evade

same time as Durban’s drug market at large has become

prosecution, despite overwhelming evidence. He was

more volatile. Following in-depth GI-TOC fieldwork re-

arrested in January 2013 alongside his son after a police

searching the political economy of urban drug markets,13

raid at their home. A large amount of heroin was seized

there are a few key factors to understanding the drugs

in the raid, which was hailed as a ‘major breakthrough’

landscape in Durban. All these factors are exemplified in

by police at the time and led to the creation of a special

the story of Teddy Mafia (real name Yaganathan Pillay), a

prosecution team in order to expedite his prosecution.15

well-known local drug kingpin whose assassination on 4

In November 2016, Pillay was arrested with drugs worth

January this year – and the subsequent mob lynching of

an estimated R1.8 million (US$125 000) and several

his killers – rocked Durban.

firearms.16 Finally in April 2020, his arrest at his Taurus
Road home accompanied the seizure of several firearms,

Drug dealers in Durban often operate with a very high

while a suspected associate was arrested in possession

public profile, enabled by a climate of impunity that

of a significant volume of drugs nearby.17

ASSASSINATIONS AND ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATIONS SUSPECTED OF BEING
LINKED TO THE DRUG MARKET IN DURBAN, 2019–2021
DEVENDREN
LIONEL PILLAY
AND CLAUDENE
RAMPERSAD

STANLEY PILLAY

KALVIN
PARIASAMY

The supposed
leader of the Bloods
gang in Phoenix, a
suburb of Durban,
was shot outside
a shopping mall
in 2019.

Pillay was a prison
warder and was
shot multiple
times at close
range in Shallcross.
Reports suggest
this was linked
to drug-related
gang violence.

JUNE

29 DECEMBER

2019

SRINI NAIDOO

ANDREW HUGHES

Pillay, who was known
as ‘Bigz’ and was the
son of Teddy Mafia,
was shot dead in
Shallcross, Durban.
Claudene Rampersad,
a friend of Pillay’s, also
died in the crossfire.

Naidoo, known as
‘Gobbler’, was shot
in an attempted
assassination
in March 2020.
Previous reporting
suggests he
was linked to
Teddy Mafia.

Local comedian
Andrew Hughes and
another passenger
in his car were shot
at and wounded in
what local media and
activists reported to
be a case of mistaken
identity, linked to drugrelated gang warfare.

Jasmine was
supposedly the
leader of the Cartel
gang in Wentworth,
Durban. She was
shot while taking
a taxi.

12 MARCH

25 MARCH

2 AUGUST

8 NOVEMBER

SIMONE
JASMINE

2020

2021

8 AUGUST

14 JANUARY

25 MARCH

28 APRIL

3 AUGUST

7 JANUARY

CHADLEY THIRING

TARRY SAMUEL

JOSEPH
ANTHONY

PREGASEN
GOVENDER

DONELL
POTGEITER

YAGANATHAN
PILLAY

19-year-old Thiring,
from Sydenham in
Durban, was shot
allegedly by
members of a rival
gang as part of
a drugs-related
turf war.

A tavern owner,
Samuel was shot in
Shallcross on the same
road where Teddy Mafia
was later assassinated
at his home. The
shooting was reportedly
connected to gang
turf wars.

Known as ‘Lucky’,
Joseph Anthony
was a relative of
Teddy Mafia. He
was shot dead in a
drive-by shooting
in Northdene,
Durban.

Govender,
a Shallcross
businessman,
was shot in a hit
suspected to be
part of drug-related
gang violence.

17-year-old
Potgeiter was
stabbed to death
in Wentworth, in a
killing thought to
be linked to gang
turf wars.

Teddy Mafia was shot at
his home in Shallcross
by two assailants,
who themselves were
subsequently shot,
beheaded and burned
by a mob from the
surrounding community.

NOTE: The

above timeline shows the assassinations and attempted assassinations that have been publicly reported as being linked to
the drug market in Durban.

SOURCES INCLUDE: Zainul

Dawood, ‘Cheezy’ brother of slain gang boss ‘now leader of Phoenix Bloods’, IOL, 12 June 2019, https://www.iol.
co.za/dailynews/news/kwazulu-natal/cheezy-brother-of-slain-gang-boss-now-leader-of-phoenix-bloods-25798913; Orrin Singh,
More than R100k in drugs found at flat near Teddy Mafia’s home, Hawks confirm, 13 January 2021, TimesLIVE, https://www.timeslive.co.za/
news/south-africa/2021-01-13-more-than-r100k-in-drugs-discovered-at-premises-near-teddy-mafias-home-hawks-confirm/; Kacveel Singh,
Man arrested for stabbing to death Durban teenager, 3 August 2020, https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/man-arrestedfor-stabbing-to-death-durban-teenager-20200803; Lee Rongdanger, The rise and fall of Durban’s drugs gang ’godmother’, IOL, 30 October
2020, https://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/news/the-rise-and-fall-of-durbans-drugs-gang-godmother--c3fba33a-bf4b-4d17-948c-186167bacd18.
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Despite these multiple major incidents and the invest-

information to the relevant bodies in law enforcement,

ment of police resources, Teddy Mafia was never

but there was no will to shut them down. Some of

convicted of a drug-related offence. In the aftermath

them do get arrested, but there are no convictions.’ 22

of his shooting, South African police minister Bheki
Cele asked police why Pillay, as a ‘known drug dealer’,

The community also offers a layer of protection for drug

was never successfully prosecuted.18

dealers, who provide charitable donations to locals in
order to win support, presenting themselves as ‘Robin

Sources say that this was thanks to law-enforcement

Hood’ figures.23 Again, Teddy Mafia was no exception. A

officers on his payroll. ‘He had many magistrates and

source in the Crime Intelligence Division said that Pillay

senior police guys in his pocket so he could move around

was ‘protected by the community because he supports

and avoid prosecution as he was powerful that way,’ said

them financially’. A former police officer in Chatsworth

a 45-year-old gang member from Sydenham, another

– Pillay’s local area – said ‘he [Pillay] had big pockets, so

area of Durban. In interviews, Durban police officers

many people loved him and would easily fall on a sword

have given scathing assessments of the corruption

for him … you know how these gang bosses are? They

situation. One police officer in a leadership role argued

anoint their communities with false charity while they

that Durban would not be home to powerful and

inject those very communities with poisonous drugs that

well-known dealers without police tip-offs and corrupt

get these youngsters hooked and destroys their lives.’24

19

support. Another argued that the pervasive corruption
20

made it dangerous and difficult to do investigative work

When a GI-TOC research team visited Chatsworth

into the drug trade: ‘Durban is so corrupt, you don’t

in 2019, a queue of people were outside Pillay’s

know who to trust,’ he said.

home, apparently waiting to receive food distributed

21

from his driveway or to ask for loans. As we drove
Speaking to the GI-TOC in 2019, Sam Pillay, a long-

past, men in nearby hostels blew whistles, which

standing community activist, expressed frustration

community activists said is a system used to alert drug

at trying to work with the police: ‘Since the early

dealers to a potential police raid. 25 At one of Pillay’s

days, we knew the dealers, we knew the trade. We

previous court appearances, supporters reportedly

knew their pawn shops. We knew the names of the

wore T-shirts with the words ‘the people’s champion’

cops who arrived to collect tax. And we supplied that

printed on them in support. 26

Pillay and his son were arrested after a police
raid at their home where a large amount of
heroin was seized. A second raid followed a
month later. A special prosecution team was
reportedly set up to extradite his prosecution.

2013

NOVEMBER

A Chatsworth police officer working in
Chatsworth, Durban, was reportedly fired after
escorting Pillay home from a court appearance.

2016

2019

APRIL

2020

JANUARY

Pillay was again arrested at his home in
possession of an estimated R1.8 million
worth of drugs and several firearms.

APRIL
Pillay was again arrested and firearms and a
large amount of cash and gold were seized
from his home. At a raid in Table Mountain
Road, which borders Pillay’s home, volumes of
heroin, Mandrax and ecstasy were seized and
an associate of Pillay was charged.

FIGURE 3 Incidents involving ‘Teddy Mafia’, suspected leader of a drug trafficking network in Durban.
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But Durban’s drug market has grown more violent

members shooting and throwing stones, and were

in recent months, with what has been described as

unable to access the scene for several hours.35 It seems

a ‘turf war’ between rival dealers leading to a series

that Teddy Mafia’s standing in his community spurred

of assassinations.27 This included hits on several

the vicious treatment of his attackers.

members of Teddy Mafia’s family. Police in the area
28

have also reported that gang dynamics in Durban have
been shifting, with local gangs developing into larger

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS OVER THE RISE IN

criminal enterprises and becoming more violent in their

THE USE OF HEROIN CAPSULES

fight for territory. Criminal figures in Durban have

As shown by the career of Teddy Mafia, the phe-

reportedly hired hitmen from Cape Town to carry out

nomenon of heroin capsules – the development of

assassinations of rivals.

a resource-intensive, more efficient mode of drug

29

30

distribution – has taken place under a certain set of
These two key trends – rising violent competition and

circumstances where police are highly compromised,

community support for drug kingpins – came together

drug networks can operate confidently with impunity

around the events of 4 January, when Pillay was shot

(and often with community support) and the rising

in his home in Chatsworth.31 The two shooters, who

value of the drugs market (thanks to growing con-

were reportedly known to Pillay – one reporter on

sumption) is spurring violence as groups compete for

the scene later that day reported that these men had

control. Residents of Shallcross, Durban, have voiced

previously worked for Pillay – came to the house

their fears that Teddy Mafia’s assassination will lead to

and were allowed past Pillay’s strict armed security.

further drug market violence.

32

According to a source working in crime intelligence in
Durban, the alleged purpose of the meeting was to sell

But how to interpret this phenomenon is still a very

unlicensed firearms to Pillay. However, the source went

open debate. On one hand, it could be argued that

on, it was in reality an assassination ordered by a rival

investments in laboratory-style equipment to improve

dealer in Chatsworth, against whom Pillay had been

heroin production efficiency demonstrate that drug

waging war.33

networks in Durban have been emboldened, and
are not concerned that sourcing pharmaceutical

The men shot Pillay and fled, only to be caught by

equipment could raise suspicion. On the other, in a

a mob that had assembled outside the house. They

context where corruption is rife and drugs networks

were then reportedly shot, and footage shared widely

are well protected, what is the advantage of concealing

on social media shows the bodies being beheaded

heroin in capsule form? Further investigation into the

and then burned in view of an assembled crowd of

unique characteristics of the Durban drugs market may

hundreds. As police attempted to come to the

seek to answer these questions.

34

scene, they were reportedly driven off by community

2. Corruption and criminality at Nairobi’s main dumpsite exact a heavy toll on the
city’s residents and county government.
The Dandora dumpsite, a sprawling 30-acre area

The criminalization of Dandora follows both inter-

in the north-east suburbs of Nairobi, is the only

national trends and local factors. Internationally, the

designated dump for the thousands of tonnes of

waste sector is a prime target for organized crime. In

rubbish produced daily in the city. Located in the

August 2020, INTERPOL reported an alarming global

middle of an informal settlement that is home to

increase in the illegal trade of plastic waste since 2018

thousands of people, the dumpsite has long been

and pointed to the environmental threat posed by poor

acknowledged as a dysfunctional and highly

(and criminal) management of the world’s waste.36 Even

dangerous part of Nairobi’s municipal infrastructure.

rich countries with strong bureaucracies are struggling

Dandora has also become a hub for criminal groups

to keep the waste sector free of criminal penetration.

and corrupt figures who operate in the city’s rubbish-

An independent review published in 2018 by the UK’s

collection industry.

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
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found that ‘industrial-scale organised waste crime has

It is lucrative work: according to an official of the

emerged as an increasing problem’ in recent years.37

Kenyan Alliance of Resident Associations, about
900 000 households pay private collectors an average

The waste-management sector is vulnerable to criminal

500 Kenyan shillings (KSh), or US$4.60, per month

exploitation because it can offer high profit margins at

to collect their rubbish.40 Officials in the county

low risk of getting caught for involvement in illegal

government say that these private levies amount to an

activities, particularly as the main regulatory agencies

annual turnover of KSh5.4 billion (US$45 million).41

involved in the sector are generally not part of the
criminal justice system. Furthermore, attempts to

Criminal groups and corrupt figures have become

regulate hazardous materials often create a breeding

involved at several points in the waste-removal process.

ground for cutting corners and exploiting legislative

In some neighbourhoods of Nairobi, house-to-house

loopholes. The various stages of processing waste –

rubbish collection (and the profits of the additional

from collection from businesses and houses to the

fee) are controlled by criminal gangs, who use violence

transport of waste and management of the dumpsites

to ensure that their services are contracted and paid

themselves – all offer opportunities for criminal rent-

for. In Kayole, in the eastern suburbs, each household

seeking and territorial control, and for corruption in

pays rubbish collectors a KSh150 (US$1.35) fee.

the management of municipal contracts awarded

According to one member of Gaza (a gang operating in

to companies.

Nairobi), if this is unpaid, gangs will pour raw sewage
on your doorstep or rob your compound. If you
insist on refusing their services, they send people to

THE COMPLEX CRIMINAL INTERESTS IN

threaten you.42

KENYA’S WASTE SECTOR
The Nairobi City County collects only a portion of the

Criminals also profit when the trucks come to the

city’s waste itself – mostly from markets and factories38

dumpsite to unload waste. About 100 trucks deposit

– and hires other ministries, state companies and

waste at Dandora dumpsite every day, many owned by

private collectors to do the remainder on its behalf.39

the approximately 150 private-sector waste operators.43

These organizations then often charge residents

These operators are paid per truckload delivered to

additional fees to collect their waste.

Dandora dumpsite, as measured at the weighbridge.

Garbage trucks at the Dandora dump in Nairobi. This, the only officially designated dump in Nairobi, has been the site of violence
between rival gangs of waste pickers and the focus of corruption related to waste-management tenders. Photo: Simon Maina/AFP
via Getty Images
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However, according to interviews with a number of

and that can reclaim far more materials than formal

gang leaders, some of these trucks arrive empty but

recycling processes, but these waste-picking groups

are still invoiced, while others are invoiced multiple

have also been implicated in violence at the dumpsite.

times for a single load of rubbish. The Dandora

In addition, they charge an illegal fee for entry into

dumpsite weighbridge is most times non-functional,

the dump.49

yet trucks are paid for non-existent ‘clocking’ into the
weighbridge.44 To ensure corruption runs smoothly,

In October 2013, a youth was shot dead and his body

members of dumpsite-based gangs are stationed

hacked apart, doused in fuel and torched when gangs

at the weighbridge to look after the interests of

clashed in Dandora over control of the dumpsite.

their patrons.45

Police from a nearby station – who reportedly are
often less well-armed than the gangs themselves –

In July 2018, a report by the auditor-general’s office

merely watched from a distance.50 That same month

revealed a number of stark irregularities in rubbish-

a gang member by the name Mulusia (alias ‘Daddy’)

processing contracts, including a case in which a

was stabbed to death in a turf war. During this clash,

private rubbish vehicle was weighed twice within four

gang members exchanged fire for almost five hours as

minutes for transporting rubbish from the city centre to

officers from the nearby Kinyago Police Station looked

Dandora – a 5.4-kilometre journey that can take up to

on, afraid of intervening in case they were robbed of

an hour in Nairobi’s traffic jams.46 (Even clearing rubbish

their guns. Two people lost their lives in the turf war

from the truck and cleaning it before the next trip takes

that followed.51

longer than half an hour.) Another waste-management
company was paid for working ‘29 hours a day’ based

In 2014, the then area MP James Gakuya claimed that

on odometer readings.

gangs were causing insecurity and argued that the
Dandora dumpsite be relocated, forcing the High Court

According to an official working in the Nairobi City

to direct the National Environmental Management

County Revenue Department, there were cases in the

Authority to undertake an audit of the dumpsite. But

auditor-general’s report where companies were paid

vested interests have made it impossible for the

for collecting waste from areas where they were not

dumpsite to be relocated.

contracted to operate, and others where companies
Police oversight was subsequently withdrawn from the

invoiced for work that had never been done.47

dumpsite, which has become a no-go area for police.
Sometimes the county government uses its own

‘We used to guard the place until 2016, when we were

resources to collect waste in areas where tenders

inexplicably removed from the dumpsite without

have already been awarded to private entities. These

reason,’ says a police officer who was once deployed

private entities, which are linked to county government

at the dumpsite. ‘Now it’s an insecure area. We can

officials, then do not have to do any work, but still

only walk through the area, but we cannot risk making

get paid.48

any arrests.’52
Interviewees report that the removal of the police

VIOLENCE AMID THE WASTE

presence has meant that the dumpsite has become

Groups of waste pickers work the dumpsite, reclaiming

more violent. Clashes often break out for control

metals and other materials to sell on, but the line

of rubbish, in most cases between youth from

between an informal subsistence economy and criminal

Dandora and Korogocho, two neighbouring informal

organizations is blurred. Informal waste picking is a

settlements.53

service often undertaken by the most vulnerable
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DANDORA DUMPSITE – ECOSYSTEM OF CRIMINALITY
Criminal groups and corrupt actors are exploiting several diﬀerent parts of Nairobi’s waste-management sector.
Dandora dumpsite provides an example of how this ecosystem works.

5

1

Waste collection from
households: in some
neighbourhoods of
Nairobi, household waste
collection is controlled by
criminal gangs who may
use violent intimidation
tactics to ensure that the
fees they charge for this
service are paid.

Corrupt connections between politicians, city oﬃcials and criminal groups in the waste industry:
a. Decision-makers in City Hall use waste-management tenders as a form of patronage.
b. Members of the County Assembly (MCAs) make arrangements with companies who win
waste-management tenders in exchange for personal or campaign donations.
c. Young men who have been recruited into gangs during election campaigns – to provide
‘security’ and campaign for a particular MCA – may be rewarded with work in the waste sector.

2

Ferrying truckloads of
waste to the dumpsite:
There is widespread
corruption in the
allocation of wastemanagement contracts
to private companies.

3

Corruption at the
dumpsite weighbridge:
The weighbridge used
to monitor truckloads of
waste is dysfunctional,
allowing trucks to
invoice for empty loads
or repeatedly for the
same load.

4

Waste processing at
the dump itself: violent
conﬂict between wastepicker groups for control
of the dumpsite has
long been a feature
of Dandora.

COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES OF ORGANIZED CRIME IN THE
SOLID-WASTE MANAGEMENT SECTOR IN NAIROBI, KENYA

45.5%

55.5%

No

Yes

N: 1 158

57.1%

42.9%

No

Yes

N: 529

NOTE: A recent academic study into conflict and crime in the waste sector in Nairobi and Mombasa conducted a household survey
with residents of Nairobi on their experiences of crime relating to waste. 45.5% of respondents reported that they were aware of
cartels operating in the waste-management sector. Of these, 57.1% reported that they had themselves experienced crime and
violence related to it.

SOURCE: Kanyiva Muindi et al, Conflict and crime in municipal solid waste management: evidence from Mombasa and Nairobi, Kenya,
Cities and Health, September 2020, https://doi.org/10.1080/23748834.2020.1810600.
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The lack of police intervention also makes the dumpsite

youths jobs. … Essentially, these are extortion groups

an attractive location for storing contraband such as

because they demand fees from residents for the job

guns and drugs. Interviewees told the GI-TOC that

that is really undertaken by the county government,’

firearms are hidden in waste transported to the area

says an official of a residents’ association in Buru Buru

because rubbish is hard to physically check and there

Estate, Nairobi.58

are no scanners at the toll station. ‘You can call it
[Boma Village, a settlement in Dandora dumpsite] a

This picture of corruption is consistent with the findings

stock exchange for guns, if that’s the best description.

of a recent study on the waste-management sector in

The garbage isn’t screened. Police cannot hazard a

Nairobi and Mombasa, which reported that ‘recurrent

swoop down on the village. We don’t know what

in the discussions [with respondents was the idea that]

happens there,’ says a police officer who once served

corruption within the Nairobi County Council was

at Kinyago Police Station.54 In 2018, police attempted

to blame’.59

to ransack Boma Village in search of firearms, but were
repulsed in an exchange of fire with criminals.55 There

‘Procurement in [the waste-management sector] is

have been allegations that gangs are allowed to deal

fraught with so many irregularities. And this has been

guns at the dumpsite as long as they protect the

going on decades on end, and keeps defying every

interests of private waste-management companies

change in the leadership at City Hall,’ says a veteran

allied to powerful people in the government.

news reporter embedded at City Hall.60 A senior official
in the Revenue Department of the Nairobi County
Government highlighted the risks of challenging the

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RUBBISH CARTELS

status quo, saying ‘you don’t ask questions about the

AND THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

management and operations at the dumpsite unless

There is an intricate web of relationships stretching

you want to be eliminated’.61

between City Hall and Dandora dumpsite, connecting
The corrupt way in which waste is managed in Nairobi

politicians, private waste companies and gangs.

has sapped the county of resources to provide wasteIn interviews in January 2020, the GI-TOC was told

removal services and left neighbourhoods to be

that the waste-management tender process was used

extorted by criminal service providers. According to

to influence members of the county assembly to ensure

the senior official in the Revenue Department, City

their support for leading political figures.56

Hall used to collect ‘millions of shillings in revenue in a
month from the dumpsite about five years ago but now

Some assembly members make arrangements with the

all it gets is KSh50 000 [US$460] per week’.62

companies who win tenders in exchange for personal or
campaign donations, and request that these companies

The fraud and lack of oversight that accompanies the

hire certain young people to act as rubbish collectors.

criminalization of the waste-management sector is so
severe that Nairobi does not even know how much

These young people are typically the same men who

rubbish it actually produces, and so how much needs to

have worked for the assembly members as ‘security’

be collected. Some reports indicate Nairobi produces

during their election campaigns. They largely just move

2 500 tonnes of rubbish per day, while others show

waste from households to a central collection point,

3 500 tonnes. The level of procurement irregularity

where it is collected by trucks belonging to either the

such as double-invoicing, and the proliferation of illegal

county or private companies to go to the dumpsite.57

an unofficial dumpsites – as transporters avoid Dandora

‘Some of the criminal groups here were started by

due to its poor access, the dysfunctional weighbridge

some particular members of the county assembly

and the fines levied by gangs – makes exact estimates

who had during election campaigns promised the

nearly impossible.63
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People sort through heaps of garbage at Dandora dumpsite, Nairobi. Photo: Simon Maina/AFP via Getty Images

AN INTERNATIONAL PHENOMENON BORNE OUT

This became an entrenched problem in the first decade

OF LOCAL POLITICAL FACTORS

of the new millennium as political actors offered

The complex ecosystem of criminality and corruption

impunity for illicit enterprises to criminal gangs who

seen at the Dandora dumpsite is a reflection of the

worked for them during campaign periods. The failure

systemic vulnerabilities seen in the waste sector

to deal with more ‘white collar’ forms of corruption in

elsewhere in the world, but it has also been driven by

the city administration also allowed corrupt political

local factors.

actors to operate with impunity.

Nairobi, like other cities in Kenya, has seen rapid

Gangs and other groups have, in some cases, become

urban growth over the past 30 years. Over that time,

wealthy through providing informal services or taxing

waste production has grown massively, while political

residents for transport, waste removal and electricity

developments paved the way for violent actors to

and water provision – services that the state has failed

enter the waste sector. The austerity measures of the

to provide.65 Neither is this trend likely to change in

1990s – which resulted in the City Council (now the

the near future: Nairobi is continuing to urbanize,

City County) retreating from service provision – led

but this expansion now comes at a time when waste

to the informalization of the economy of Nairobi and

management – an economy that is critical to the

the entry of private actors into urban service provision

environmental and population health of the city – has

and increased competition for clients and control –

become deeply criminalized.

competition that in some instances became violent.64
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3. The life of a Kenyan charcoal transporter: a crucial role in a vast, vital and
criminalized market.
James, 50, is a matatu (minibus taxi) driver in Embakasi,

simply not affordable or available.67 The charcoal

in the south-east of Nairobi. His name has been changed

market is also a key source of employment: in Kenya,

here. In addition to ferrying residents around the city, he

the Ministry of Environment and Forestry estimated in

also regularly travels to Meto, a district far to the south

2016 that the charcoal trade was the largest informal-

that is close to the border with Tanzania, in order to

sector employer, employing 700 000 people, who in

transport charcoal produced in the district back to the

turn were believed to be supporting between 2.3 million

capital. As mundane as this journey may seem, thanks

and 2.5 million dependants.68

66

to a ban imposed on charcoal production and trade in
Kenya, James is in fact transporting contraband goods.

Yet demand for charcoal has led to widespread deforestation and damage to ecosystems and biodiversity

High demand for charcoal means that a ‘grey market’ for

that, in turn, threatens the environment that sustains

charcoal continues in Kenya, facilitated by criminality

rural populations.69 Regulation of the charcoal market

and corruption. A GI-TOC research team has been

demands a difficult balancing act: the quality of life of

conducting a study investigating the role of organized

millions of urban residents and employment in poor

crime in the charcoal trade in Kenya, Uganda and South

communities on the one hand, and the need to preserve

Sudan. James’s role, as a charcoal transporter bringing

biodiversity and reduce carbon emissions on the other.

illicit fuel to the capital, illustrates what we have found to
be the key elements of criminality in this vast, vital and

Yet some governments in East Africa have turned

often outlawed market.

to blunt instruments in order to achieve this fine
balance. In Kenya, this came in the form of the
nationwide moratorium on charcoal production and

REGULATING THE CHARCOAL TRADE

trade in domestically produced charcoal – although

Charcoal is an essential energy source in East Africa:

the commodity can still be legally imported –, first

it is cheap, efficient and easily transportable. In rapidly

introduced in 2018 and still in effect today.70

urbanizing areas, alternative energy sources are often

A charcoal trader packs charcoal in small tins for sale in Nairobi in 2019. The charcoal market in Nairobi can be described as
a ‘grey market’, as legally imported charcoal is sold along with – and indistinguishable from – charcoal that has been illicitly
produced. Photo: Simon Maina/AFP via Getty Images
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DEMAND, PROFIT AND IMPACT IN KENYA’S CHARCOAL MARKET

$271 252 367
Estimated annual turnover in Nairobi’s retail
charcoal market

Population (millions)

Percentage of Kenya’s population with
access to clean cooking fuels

10%
Percentage of tree cover loss in Kenya
2001–2019
Charcoal is also imported to Kenya from trees felled
in Tanzania, Somalia and Uganda, which have also
experienced tree cover loss.
Uganda

Dar es Salaam
12 000 000

10%

11%

15 000 000

Historical and projected population growth
in major cities in East Africa

9.5%

Tanzania

4.5%

Nairobi

9 000 000

Kampala
6 000 000

Mombasa

3 000 000

Juba

Somalia

0

Percentage of tree cover loss 2001–2019

2005

2020

2035 (projected)

Year

NOTE: Despite the national moratorium on charcoal production, the charcoal market in Nairobi continues to turn a significant
annual profit, worth millions of dollars. Most of Kenya’s population do not have access to clean cooking fuels and instead rely on
fuels such as charcoal for their daily needs. Rapid urbanization across East Africa is contributing to rising demand for energy. The
incentive to produce charcoal – by illicit as well as legal means – is therefore set to increase in the future.
SOURCE: Global

Forest Watch; The Energy Progress Report; Population Stat.

The aim of this moratorium is to conserve the country’s

CHARCOAL BY MINIBUS

forests. However, our research has found that it has

James, the charcoal transporter, begins his journey

had unintended consequences. According to charcoal

from Nairobi at 7pm to reach Meto by midnight. The

producers, the moratorium damaged the livelihoods

charcoal sale is arranged between James’s boss, a

of those in producing areas. ‘The ban came like death;

charcoal dealer, and a broker working in the Meto

there was no forewarning,’ says Tsingwa Nduria,

forest region. The broker ensures enough charcoal

chairperson of the 2 000-member charcoal producers

is collected from ‘bases’ of charcoal production

association in Msambweni, on Kenya’s south-east

throughout the forest to meet his dealer’s needs.

coast.

71

At the production level, the very act of harvesting
Despite the disruption, the trade has continued as a

wood for charcoal production is illegal, but production

lucrative grey market, where corruption and criminality

has nevertheless persisted. In some regions of Kenya,

now exist along the value chain. Other studies on the

such as Kitui and Kajiado, local communities are

effects of trade bans on other commodities where

sometimes intimidated into producing charcoal for

demand is not elastic have made similar findings.

dealers who control the region’s market.73 In Kajiado,

As banning charcoal does not reduce demand in itself,

a cartel involving local chiefs, Kenya Forestry Service

those in the market will continue to operate illegally

officers, police and some politicians has reportedly

if the potential benefits outweigh perceived risks of

targeted private and communal land that is home to

legal sanctions.

indigenous tree species for charcoal production.74

72
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A highway cuts through the town of Ilbisil, a key trafficking centre for charcoal produced in Kajiado County. Kajiado is allegedly
home to a cartel that controls charcoal production involving local chiefs, Kenya Forestry Service officers, police and some
politicians.

At sunset the following day, James begins his return

KSh5 000 (US$46.13). This roadblock draws police

journey. The transportation of charcoal involves

and the county council inspectorate officers, and one

attempting to evade law enforcement or negotiating a

must take care of them all. At any other roadblocks in

series of bribes along the route. James’s boss, the dealer,

between, he pays an average of KSh1 000 (US$9.20).

uses matatu drivers like James for transportation, both

If James is unlucky, he will cross paths with a patrol car

because of their speed and because of their know-how

from the Directorate of Criminal Investigations. His

in dealing with police. How much a transporter pays per

misfortune would cost him KSh10 000 (US$92.25).

bribe varies, but they are able to estimate what they
are likely to pay based on the quantity of their charcoal

Aside from bribes made to police along the route, James

consignment.

also makes payments to owners of farms passed when
moving charcoal from the forest to the main highway, in

Due to the higher risk of transporting charcoal under

order to ensure their cooperation.76 Informal agreements

the ban, transporters, or dealers who control transport,

may also be formed between charcoal transporters and

push up prices to account for money paid as bribes or

the police. These include what is known as kusafisha

potential losses due to confiscation and arrests. A

barabara, meaning ‘to cleanse the road’ in Kiswahili.

charcoal dealer in Nairobi said that the increased risk

A dealer who sources charcoal from Busia, Ilbisil and

of having trucks seized by the police, or of arrest, has

Kajiado described how this entails collusion between

forced transporters who are not ‘protected’ by dealers

powerful charcoal dealers and the police service,

out of business.

whereby police are withdrawn from major transport

75

routes, allowing the unimpeded flow of charcoal from
James first drives his truck to a car wash at Ilbisil, where

point to point.77 If roadblocks and patrols need to be

all the dust and mud is removed, to avoid detection by

reintroduced, dealers will receive prior notice from the

traffic police on the lookout for charcoal. Dusty vehicles

police involved.

believed to come from forests draw attention. He then
According to Luka Chepelion, a member of the County

sets out for Nairobi.

Executive Committee in charge of Environment and
He pays KSh3 000 (US$27.70) at the first police

Forestry in West Pokot, north-west Kenya, police have

roadblock. This is a standard bribe that has remained

also been reported actively transporting charcoal

consistent for some time. The second roadblock is at

themselves.78 In at least one instance, a large load was

the weighbridge at Mlolongo – about 20 kilometres

confiscated only to reportedly disappear from the

from Nairobi’s central business district. Here, he pays

inventory, likely sold to another dealer.79
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Indeed, since the moratorium, charcoal has come to

delivering his consignment to its final destination. Due to

provide a major source of income for corrupt police

the costs of bringing the charcoal to market, prices for the

officers, who actively seek out opportunities to ‘tax’

fuel have increased since the moratorium was imposed.

the illicit trade. For example, between Lunga Lunga and
Likoni – a 95-kilometre route often used by charcoal

Despite the intentions of the charcoal moratorium, ever-

transporters – there are about 19 roadblocks in an area

increasing demand for cheap energy in urban centres

that is supposed to have just one.

and the ability of dealers and transporters to consistently

80

evade and collude with law enforcement means that the
James arrives in Nairobi between 3am and 4am, just

charcoal market is still a lucrative proposition in Kenya. In

before people pour out onto the streets. His final task

James’s words, ‘after doing this for years, I have come to

as a driver is to evade the city’s traffic police, before

accept that charcoal is gold’.
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4. Poor implementation of firearms legislation and corruption in South Africa’s
firearms registry has put guns in the hands of gangsters.
‘Our success or failure in fighting crime is, to a large

his grim assessment of the state of the registry still

extent, dependent on how effectively managed [the

rings true 10 years later.

Central Firearms Registry (CFR)] is. … Its effectiveness
cannot be compromised.’81 These were the words of

In September 2020, Lieutenant Colonel Charl Kinnear

then South African Minister of Police Nathi Mthethwa,

– the Anti-Gang Unit section head in the South African

speaking to the media in November 2010 about the

police force – was investigating a gun licensing scandal

management of its CFR, the entity responsible for

involving senior police officers and underworld figures

controlling civilian access to firearms.

when he was assassinated outside his home. His
shocking death, and the possible link to the ongoing

Mthethwa went on to say that the ‘current state

investigations into firearms corruption, has brought the

of affairs at the CFR is far from what and how it is

implementation of South Africa’s Firearms Control Act

supposed to be … If we are serious about reducing

once more into the spotlight.83

crime, instead of serving as an additional arsenal to
our mission, suffice to say the CFR currently acts as a

The syndicate Kinnear was investigating was not an

bottleneck in our crime-fighting initiatives.’

isolated phenomenon. Chaotic administration and

82

endemic corruption has bedevilled the CFR since its
Mthethwa’s statements emphasized how important

inception, giving rise to a situation whereby gangsters

controlling civilian access to firearms was to curbing

and corrupt officers can manipulate flaws in monitoring

criminal violence in South Africa. But they brought

systems to grant firearm licences unlawfully.

about little change in the management of the CFR, and

South African police officers outside court during the hearing of Zane Killian, charged with the murder of Lieutenant Colonel Charl
Kinnear, the Anti-Gang Unit section head in the South African police force. At the time of his assassination, Kinnear was involved
in investigating a large guns-to-gangs syndicate that involved key underworld figures. Photo: Gallo Images
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A gun confiscated from a 24-year-old allegedly affiliated with a Cape Town gang. The South African authorities have admitted that
the firearms-control regime is plagued with problems. Photo: Bishop Lavis police station via Facebook

HOW THE CENTRAL FIREARMS REGISTRY

US$27.6 million at today’s rates) and years passed

HAS BEEN LEFT OPEN TO MANIPULATION

with the system not being fully implemented, the

Accurate record keeping is a cornerstone of effective

contract was eventually cancelled and police

firearms control. For it to be effective, it is necessary

launched an internal investigation.

to keep records that enable the tracking of guns
throughout their life cycle.

The chaos surrounding the Waymark contract and
associated IT systems has resulted in police still

The CFR is the entity tasked with record keeping

having to rely on manual systems to issue firearm

and control of civilian access to firearms under the

licences. This makes it virtually impossible for the data

Firearms Control Act, passed by the South African

that is eventually digitally stored in the database to

Parliament in 2000 and put into operation in 2004.

be accurate and up-to-date on all licensed firearms

At the level of individual police stations, a designated

issued. Flaws in the system also expose the CFR to

firearms officer is appointed to carry out local-level

manipulation of information captured on the system

functions of the CFR. However, the ways in which the

by officials. Investigations have found that firearm

Firearms Control Act has been implemented have left

licences could be manipulated on the database, and

the CFR open to manipulation.

licences could even be issued for firearms that had
been part of stock destined for destruction or for fully

One of the key objectives of the Firearms Control

automatic firearms (licences for which are limited by

Act was to establish a database at the CFR that

law for specific use). 84

would provide an accurate and comprehensive
picture of firearm ownership and when licences are

The system for firearms dealers to digitally submit

due for renewal. To do this, the South African Police

information on their stock is likewise not operational.

Service (SAPS) developed what became referred to

Because this has to be done manually, and because

as the digital Enhanced Firearms Register System.

firearms dealers cannot view what the CFR has listed

In September 2004, SAPS signed a contract with

as their stock, some dealers are concerned that

ICT company Waymark to develop and implement

corrupt SAPS officials could add additional firearms

the system. However, as the cost of the contract

without the dealer’s knowledge in order to license

skyrocketed (from R93 million to an eventual

illicitly acquired weapons. 85

contract fee of R412 million, US$6.2 million and
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A Johannesburg lawyer who represents gun dealers

This syndicate is by no means the first case involving

told the GI-TOC that, in their view, there are few, if any,

‘guns to gangsters’ or highlighting corruption within

gun dealerships in the country whose records match

the CFR. Over the last decade, there have been

those held by the CFR.86 These inconsistencies not only

numerous allegations, reports and cases of corruption

provide an opportunity for corrupt police officers to

involving CFR officials and their counterparts at the

manipulate forms and fraudulently license firearms, but

local police station level.

they could also be used by unscrupulous dealers to sell
firearms without following proper licensing protocols.

In 2013, 18 CFR officials, including the then head of
the registry, Brigadier Mathapelo Miriam Mangwani,
were suspended following alleged involvement in

GUNS FOR GANGSTERS: CORRUPTION IN

fraudulent issuing of firearm licences. Mangwani was

ACQUIRING FIREARM LICENSES

later found guilty in an internal disciplinary hearing,

Before his assassination, Charl Kinnear was involved

having received monthly payments from a firearms

in investigating a large guns-to-gangs syndicate that

dealership. 89

involved prominent Western Cape Underworld figures
including Nafiz Modack. Modack has been implicated in

In 2014, detectives investigating the activities of

extortion rackets in Cape Town and now faces charges

gang leaders in the Western Cape began to suspect

including contravening the Firearms Control Act.87 It was

that certain gang bosses were able to acquire firearm

alleged that underworld figures (including Modack) and

licences through fraudulent channels.90 Their

their family members and friends had obtained firearm

investigations into alleged gang leader Ralph Stanfield

licences unlawfully. 28 people have been arrested as

revealed that Stanfield had five firearm licences, all of

part of this investigation, 15 of whom were serving

which had been issued within just three days of the

members of the police. Police officers at a number of

application being made. Stanfield had then used these

Gauteng police stations as well as officials from the CFR

licences to purchase a large amount of ammunition.91

were among the police officers arrested.88

Ralph Stanfield, an alleged gang leader, and his wife. Investigations implicated Stanfield in having acquired several firearm licences
without following regular procedures. Photo: Gallo Images
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Three police officers in the employ of the CFR

While the media coverage of the Prinsloo case naturally

in Pretoria – Priscilla Mangyani, Billy April and

focused on the diversion of guns from police armouries

Mary Cartwright – were arrested as part of this

to gangsters, the investigation into his activities also

investigation. The three are alleged to have been

revealed that Prinsloo had used his position in the police

involved in a syndicate that worked with others at

service to secure firearm licences for people who should

the CFR to issue gun licences based on fraudulent

never have been allowed to possess weapons. These

applications.

licences were issued to gangsters and other criminal
groups as well as to security companies, some of whom

At the time of these arrests, a senior police officer

were allegedly linked to or were working for criminal

involved in the investigation said that the police had

networks.94

analyzed hundreds of gun licences and identified
several individuals and companies who had apparently

A senior police officer explained how this worked:

benefited from the syndicate by receiving firearms

‘Applications would flow through identified local police

licences fraudulently.92

stations and then run through the CFR. The local station
would be the lowest level in rung, and often people at

The state provisionally withdrew charges against

the CFR would tell the person wanting the licence which

the three police officers, as well as charges against

station to send their application through.’95

Stanfield, his sister and then girlfriend Nicole Johnson
in October 2016, but subsequently reinstated them

Similar patterns were also seen in other cases, whereby

in April 2018. Seventeen others were also charged

gangsters wishing to obtain firearm licences would travel

with being part of the same syndicate. These 23

to a police station identified where a corrupt CFR officer

individuals now face, collectively, 109 charges,

would be able to handle applications, rather than (as

including fraud, racketeering and unlawful possession

required in law) at their local station.

of firearms. In 2015, the same group of Western Cape
police detectives arrested Gauteng-based police

It is a stark irony that the key objective of the Firearms

colonel Christiaan Prinsloo, due to his involvement

Control Act – to control firearm proliferation – has not

in facilitating the supply of guns stolen from police

only been undermined by more than a decade of poor

armouries and stores to gang bosses and leaders

implementation and corruption at the local police station

in the Western Cape. Prinsloo pleaded guilty to 11

level and the CFR, but has also enabled dangerous

charges of racketeering, corruption and money

criminal elements to acquire firearms and ammunition.

laundering.

93

POLICY BRIEF

GUN LICENCES
FOR SALE
South Africa’s failing
firearms control

  This article draws from research contained in a new policy brief recently published

by the GI-TOC’s Observatory of Illicit Economies in Eastern and Southern Africa,
titled ‘Gun Licenses for Sale: South Africa’s failing firearms control’, by Jenni IrishQhobosheane. The paper examines how the entity responsible for controlling civilian
access to firearms became so embroiled in corruption that criminal syndicates have
been able to infiltrate the registry and acquire firearm licences. Available at: https://
globalinitiative.net/analysis/south-africas-firearms-control/.

Jenni Irish-Qhobosheane
NOVEMBER 2020
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Risk bulletins are regular outputs of our regional observatories,
which draw on civil society networks to provide new data and
contextualize trends related to organized-crime networks, illicit
trade and state responses to them. If you would like to subscribe
to future editions of the Risk Bulletin, please sign up here or email
julia.stanyard@globalinitiative.net.
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The Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime is a
global network with 500 Network Experts around the world. The
Global Initiative provides a platform to promote greater debate and
innovative approaches as the building blocks to an inclusive global
strategy against organized crime.
www. globalinitiative.net

The Civil Society Observatory of Illicit
Economies in Eastern and Southern Africa
works in association with ENACT to develop
regional capacity to tackle organized crime.

